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Abstract 
 

The development of Indonesian literature in the 21st century is marked by the boom of the popular 
fiction. One of the characteristics of this fiction is the main character living in foreign country. By 
living abroad, the author of this fiction wants to show to the readers that the main character is 
world-minded. World-mindedness means having values that rely on humanity rather than any one 
nationality as the principal frame of reference. 
 
By using foreign country as the setting, the author wants to show to the readers that the main 
character is world – minded.  By applying theory on world mindedness, this study tries to see how 
Indonesia popular fiction shows that the Indonesian in fiction is now able to be global and local at 
the same time.  By focusing on a novel written by unknown writer, this study tries to see how 
Indonesia popular fiction embraces global connectedness. 

 
Keywords:  Acceptance of different culture, Concern with the World Problem, Interconnectedness, 
world citizenship, world-mindedness 
 
 

Introduction 

 
Foreign country as the background and English title are commonly found in Indonesia popular novels published in 
the 21st century.  Hetih Rusli, fictional editor of Gramedia Pustaka Utama, in her interview with CNN Indonesia in 
Jakarta stated that the spread of Indonesia popular novels using foreign countries as their setting are mostly 
influenced by cultural changes and technological developments. She stated further that going abroad and having 
friends from foreign countries are not difficult things to do. One of the novels with overseas settings is a novel 
written by Ida Ahdiah entitled Teman Empat Musim. 

In Teman Empat Musim, Ida Ahdiah wrote the lives of immigrants from various countries in Montreal, Quebec, 
Canada. This collection of short stories is like a non-fiction story about the struggle of female immigrants. These 
immigrants generally come from war-torn countries such as Sri Lanka and Rwanda. The endless wars resulted in 
the poverty of its citizens, so they seek a better security and livelihood by immigrating to Canada.  As refugees 
they work as servants, cashiers or anything that do not require formal education certification. As immigrants, they 
work hard not only to survive, but also try to eliminate the childhood trauma of war.  

As the author wrote in the "dari Penulis" section, Montreal, like any other big city in Canada, still open the 
door for foreign immigrants who want to settle down and become local citizens. In this city where French become 
the official language , the women of various countries come up with various causes. Displaced by conflict or 
disaster in the country of origin, immigrating at their own expense to change lives they work as migrant workers to 
make a living. Using first point of view  the "I"  is easy to make  a friend  with women from various nations, 
including her own nation.  The ―I‖ wants to show to the readers that the she is world – minded.  

The‖I‖ act as the narrator of the story who brings various stories of women without intending to go further 
into their lives. She tells like a storyteller how longtime immigrants who have permanent residence help newly 
arrived immigrants to Canada. They understand the problems of the new immigrants when they first come to a 
place that is different from the one they lived in before. Cultural and linguistic differences sometimes become 
their barriers to adaptation. So with the help of immigrants who have settle in Canada they try to follow the plot 
of life there. This is not only profitable for new immigrants but also beneficial for the old immigrants. Because by 
helping others, they can cure their past trauma.  She brings the readers an understanding that we should help each 
other regardless of race, religion, ideology and socio-political background. She shows that harmony can only be 
achieved if we have no prejudice against others.  

  
World-mindedness  
A term coined by Merryfield and colleagues (2008) that refers to a person‘s disposition to think and care about how 
his or her actions and decisions affect and are affected by other people around the world. Merry M Merryfield cited 
from Lawthong that there are four points in defining world mindedness. 

1. Acceptance of different culture : the appreciation of awareness of the values and issues of other cultures 
and communication with people of different languages and nationalities 

2. Concern with the World Problem : interest in and awareness of the present and possible future of the 
planet, especially those related in the use of resources and preservation of the environment 
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3. Interconnectedness: the realization of interdependence and value of living together in harmony. 
4. World Citizenship: the understanding in addition to being a member of one‘s own society or  country, 

each person is a city of global society who views people of all nations and languages as equal, and 
respects the value of all fellow human beings. 

A Global Citizen is someone who: 

 is aware of the wider world and has a sense of their own role as a world citizen 

 respects and values diversity 

 has an understanding of how the world works 

 is outraged by social injustice 

 participates in the community at a range of levels, from the local to the global 

 is willing to act to make the world a more equitable and sustainable place 

 takes responsibility for their actions. 
 

Discussion 
 
In Teman Empat Musim, the narrator, the I, observes the tragedies of migrant women living in Canada that she 
met. Not just an observer, the narrator, puts herself as a friend or an acquaintance of women who experienced 
sadness and difficulties. They are women who rebel, who want to be equated with men, old women who lost 
power, fashionable workers, cooks, etc. They are immigrants from different countries in Africa, Cambodia, 
Vietnam, Iran, etc.  As the narrator, the I never becomes the main character. The I  just wants  to tell the story of 
others, even when there are Indonesian figures, for example in the short story Asnita Cha-cha , the I chooses  to 
become acquaintances of Asnita instead of trying to become Asnita.  As a friend of women from different 
countries, the I concern with the problem faced by them. 
 
Acceptance of different culture 
Acceptance of different Culture means recognizing other culture without trying to change it or protest it.  In Suong 
Memilih Perayaan , the narrator tells the readers how Suong, the main character, learns religion and religious 
celebration. Suong‘s family is from Vietnam. They escaped from Vietnam‘s war by boat and known as boat people. 
Living in a western country that celebrates Christian tradition, Suong is protested by her son because they never 
celebrate religious festivity.  Suong is never interested in talking about religion. Though she believes in Supreme 
Being, she does not practice any religion. For her, good deed is more important than practicing any religion 
―Sebagai manusia, aku berusaha berbuat kebaikan dan menghindari perbuatan jahat. Itu kan, yang dibutuhkan 
oleh manusia dan alam semesta,‖ katanya.(p. 4) 

The narrator acceptance of different culture is shown when she does not try to intimidate Suong into choosing 
her religion. Suong and the narrator are friends. When Suong asks her about her belief, the narrator told her about 
fasting and the celebration of Eid fitri that she does.  Although living abroad the narrator still carries out  fasting  
and celebrates Eid Fitri.  Nevertheless she does not try to invite Suong to celebrate Eid and fasting.  She also does 
not judge Suong as an atheist though she is a non-believer. As a Vietnamese refugee, she understands Suong 
cultural and social  background. Her mother never told her about religion.All Suong knew was how to survive.  Her 
mother also never taught religion to her, so when her son asked about religious celebration she could not decide 
which religious festival to follow.   As a friend, the narrator lets Suong learn religion by herself. ― Sudahkah kau 
menemukan agama yang sesuai  dengan hatimu?‖ (p. 8) 

 
Concern with the World Problem 
One of the world problems faced by the world community is refugees. According to Amnesty International, refugee 
is a person who is outside his or her country of nationality and cannot  return due to a well-founded fear of 
persecution because of his or her race, religion, nationality, political opinion, or membership in a particular social 
group.  The number of refugees in the last few years has reached levels not seen in decades. And these numbers 
could increase further in the near future.   
 Cross-border migration comes in several forms. It includes both refugees who are forced to leave their country 
and economic migrants who voluntarily leave in search of opportunities. Regardless of the motivation, the decision 
to uproot and leave one‘s home is difficult and can be risky. These people‘s journeys can be full of danger and 
fear. Some are detained by the authorities as soon as they arrive in a new country. Many face daily racism, 
xenophobia and discrimination, and risk falling prey to human trafficking and exploitation.  Others end up feeling 
alone and isolated, having lost the support networks most of us take for granted – their community, relatives and 
friends. 

There are five short stories in which the main characters background are refugees ;  Suong Memilih Perayaan , 
Rahasia Tanggal Lahir Boupha, Laetitia Menangis di Kebun,  Perempuan Pukul 12.00 and Proyek Dua Dolar Vamaa . 
In Suong Memilih Perayaan: Suong, the main character, is one of Vietnamese boat people who saved and her 
parents decided to immigrate to Canada.  Having experience as a boat person when she was a child, Suong only 
knows and learns how to survive.  She has never studied religion because her mother never taught her about it. 
Therefore, she cannot answer her 5-year-old son question about religious celebrations. Before answering his son's 
question, Suong does  a small survey about religion  by asking her friends who practice their religions and visiting 
the church. 

In Rahasia Tanggal Lahir Boupha, Boupha, the main character, left Cambodia when the civil war broke in her 
country. Born from a farmer‘s family, Boupha had to leave Cambodia and become refugee because the Rouge 
Khmer won the war. Before arriving in Canada, Boupha with his family join a group of refugees who walk for days, 
through forests and hills to get into the nearby country.  In Laetitia Menangis di Kebun, the author presents 
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Laetitia as the main character.  Laetitia left Rwanda because of civil war between two ethnic groups:  the 
majority Hutus and minority Tutsis. The two ethnic groups are actually very similar - they speak the same 
language, inhabit the same areas and follow the same traditions. Most of the dead were Tutsis - and most of those 
who perpetrated the violence were Hutus.  As the member of Tutsi, Laetitia saw mass murder done by Hutu tribe. 
During the genocide, she lost her husband and her family. Besides that, she was also brutalized by Hutu‘s men. 
Because of this, she is traumatized for the rest of her life. Her past always shadows her. 

 Like Laetitia, in Perempuan Pukul 12.00, the main character in this short story is haunted by her past life. 
The experience of war makes her hard to face reality. The narrator tells the readers that Every 12 o'clock,  this 
Cambodian woman would stand in front of her apartment to pray and invite people to talk with unclear talk.  
Another story about refugee is Proyek Dua Dolar Vamaa .Vaama, cashier at a supermarket, left Sri Lanka because 
of never ending   conflict between the government and the Tamil Tigers. Her Experience as a refugee makes her 
care with others especially to newly arrived refugees. In order to help other refugees,  Vamaa becomes the 
coordinator for the two-dollar coupon project. 

  
Interconnectedness 
Interconnectedness means connect with one another. It is part of the terminology of a worldview which sees a 
oneness in all things. In Teman Empat Musim, the narrator or the I shows the readers the need to realize that 
human beings are interconnected with one another and that they depend on one another for survival. Human 
beings must help one another unconditionally to survive.  The Interconnectedness  in this collection of short stories  
explores  how humanity  transforms  from living in fear  into living by loving, such as Laetitia and Vaama. Laetitia, 
Rwandan widow with four children, tries hard to survive by leaving her home country because of her love to her 
children. Vaama‘s action to coordinate two dollar project is also part of her love. As a former refugee, she 
understands the problems faced by newly arrived refugees. Her participation in a project shows that human beings 
must love each other by helping other. No one is ever excluded, as unconditional love means, by definition, that 
there are no conditions when it comes to whom or what we love. 
 
World Citizenship 
According to Hannah Arendt a world citizenship is ―An ethic of care for the world." It is a way of living that 
recognizes our world is an increasingly complex web of connections and interdependencies. One in which our 
choices and actions may have repercussions for people and communities locally, nationally or internationally. In 
Teman Empat Musim, the writer characterizes Claire, Alice, and Veronika as women who are aware of the wider 
world and has a sense of their own role as a world citizen.  Claire, Alice, and Veronika are not migrant women. 
They are Canadians who have caring and kindness to strangers. 

Claire managed a foster home for abandoned children. Her act makes her involved with the unwanted 
children emotionally. By opening foster home, Claire values diversity.  Most of the children living in her foster 
home are children from different race. One of the children that she lived with is a Caribbean immigrant boy 
named Brian. Unfortunately Brian is far from her expectation, instead of being a basketball player like Kobe 
Bryant, Brian was involved in a crime so he had to put in jail.  Another character who respects and values diversity 
is Veronika.  Veronika is Irish descendant. She is a woman with colorful family. She is white, her husband is dark-
skinned, her adopted son is tanned and has almond shaped eyes. The next character who participates in the 
community at a range of levels, from the local to the global is Alice.  Alice is rumored as a supporter of the 
referendum who wants Quebec separate Canada. In reality she is happy being the Quebecois. She is described as a 
woman who has a high concern for foreigners living in Quebec. She likes to introduce authentic Quebec food to 
foreigners. She also likes to help people who are stricken by disasters such as war or natural disasters.  

 

Conclusion 
 
In this collection of short stories the author managed to present various female characters who have strong 
character and have principles to move forward. These women do not only stay at home but they work hard to earn 
a decent living. They do not only fight for their own life but also for the next generation. They want their children 
to get a good education and have guidance for survival. 

Teman Empat Musim is the story about difficulties, sadness, happiness, irony, humor and  satire faced by 
women living in a foreign country. Portraying women from various background,   it can be said that the writer 
succeeded in describing world mindedness in her fiction.  This novel shows the readers if human beings want to 
live in a more harmonious, loving and compassionate world, they have to awaken to their  true selves and realize 
the underlying reasons for the many human-made problems. Most of the main characters in this collection of short 
stories left their countries because of civil war. The author‘s message is clear, friendship is the glue that connects 
everyone  to everyone  else, without having  pay attention to their background: race, religion, social and political. 
The Interconnectedness of life goes far in explaining just why we need to step back and take a look at our 
relationship with other, and sheds light on the daily. An individual can be tolerant, and so can a community or a 
nation if it accepts people from lots of different cultures or backgrounds  
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